51-6956-3, 51-6956-4
CLCP INITIATOR
OIL FIELD ORDNANCE DEVICE

DESCRIPTION
The CLCP Initiator is used for initiating detonation of oilfield perforating guns.

MATERIAL DATA
Body and Closure Disk: CRES

SEALING PROPERTIES
Hermetic Closure Disk Seal

EXPLOSIVE MATERIALS
Primer: 20 MG CLCP/Glass
Output: 355 MG CLCP

FIRING CHARACTERISTICS
No-Fire: 5.0 FT-LB
All-Fire: 10.0 FT-LB

PERFORMANCE
Temperature Rating: 320deg F for 200 hours
340deg F for 100 hours
Initiates detonation of an RDX or HMX booster.
Withstands 20,000 PSI from primer end after functioning

SHIPPING CLASSIFICATION
NUMBER / CLASS: UN0455 / 1.4S
NAME: Detonators, non-electric
REFERENCE NUMBER: EX2004070275
OR
NUMBER / CLASS: UN0267 / 1.4B
NAME: Detonators, non-electric
REFERENCE NUMBER: EX2004020362

EC TYPE EXAMINATION CERT
0080.EXP.03.045